
RMS into Oracle Financials interface – September 2010 interface update 

 

Introduction 

 

On 20th September 2010 an upgrade to the interface between RMS and Oracle will take 

place. This paper outlines the main changes and provides guidance on new input 

requirements into the RMS.  To be noted by all RMS users. 

 

VAT code prompt 

 

Users will now be prompted to update the VAT code in Oracle Financials, as appropriate, 

for the Funder the first time you open the R code.  If you have any queries regarding 

the VAT code, your School accountant should be able to advise. 

 

Service Type in Oracle automatically updated 

 

The service type previously defaulted to state Research Councils but now the HESA 

category held in the RMS for each Funder will be interfaced into the Oracle Financials 

Project.  Users should notify the Research Operations Team 

(edsmail@manchester.ac.uk) if they believe the HESA category is incorrect. 

 

Project Tasks and Sub Tasks are created 

 

Blank tasks are opened for each budget line opened in the RMS.  If you do not require all 

the sub tasks in the RMS then please delete as appropriate before you make the RMS 

project an Award.   Only budget lines with zero figures across all budget columns can be 

deleted. Users must not delete budget lines they do not require in Oracle if this will 

affect the fEC budgets in RMS. 

 

To delete a budget row in the RMS, select the row you wish to delete and then click on 

the delete button on the tool bar. 
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RMS Screenshot 

 

 
 

 

2. Press the delete button on 

the tool bar and then save. 

1. Click on the row you wish 

to delete. 



Budget Tasks 

 

The entry method should be amended to state ‘Lowest task/No Period/No Res’ and then 

the empty budget headings will be shown for completion (an example is shown below). 

 

The total budget amount will be transferred into Oracle Financials and it is anticipated 

that a future update to the interface from RMS to Oracle Financials will also include the 

amount against each sub task taken from the budget column ‘Oracle Award Budget’. 

 

Oracle Financials screenshot 

 
 

 
 

If there is more than one Funder or Funder/Debtor Selected on the Funder screen in 

the RMS, multiple tasks will be created in Oracle Financials, the letter shown against 

the Funder field in the RMS dictates the task structure  that will be created in Oracle 

Financials, 

 

 



 

RMS Screenshot 

 
 

There are two known issues about this interface in Oracle Financials:  

1. Where the funder is not the debtor, the funder may be assigned to the top task 

instead of the debtor.  This should be checked and amended if appropriate as 

the debtor should always be assigned to the top task. 

2. Occasionally a customer may come across with an address that is closed.   

In both cases it is the responsibility of the user to correct this in Oracle Financials. 

 

 


